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Discussion: 88.9 KETR airs a number of long-form programs that give significant treatment to issues facing its audiences and the local community.

Issue Date Time Duration Description
Government 10/6/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Throughout his decades of selling marijuana, Ramon Garcia never thought he’d see 

the day weed went legal in California. But while he now owns a legitimate cannabis distribution 
business, Ramon says it seems like legalization has only made white entrepreneurs rich. Now, a 
new program by the city of Oakland can help make up for decades of racist drug policies.

Immigration 10/13/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Armando Cristian Peréz – better known as Pitbull – is a rapper, entrepreneur, 
motivational speaker, brand ambassador and a whole host of other epithets. As his nearly two-
decade long career has diversified, his image and brand have solidified. He often cites the growing 
Latino demographic as integral to his success. During a day with Pitbull, the Cuban-American 
entertainer opens up about his thoughts on President Trump, the state of immigration, and how 
country music is not just for white folks.

Government 10/20/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA explores the movement to change Columbus Day to Indigenous Peoples' Day by looking 
at one of the latest states to change the holiday: Maine. The state has had a tumultuous 
relationship with its indigenous nations and have been taking small steps to remedy it. The city of 
Portland, Maine changed the holiday in 2017, before the state changed it as a whole. There were 
opposing views to the holiday change, specifically by Italian-Americans in the area. We hear from 
people on both sides of the Columbus Day/Indigenous People's Day debate.

Immigration 10/27/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA brings you a first-ever look into the sprawling detention system run by the U.S. 
Marshals. The agency’s detention population has ballooned since the Trump administration started 
criminally prosecuting nearly everyone caught crossing the border without papers. But the 
Marshals Service has failed to make sure its detainees are held in safe conditions — even after 
hundreds of people have died on its watch. In a yearlong investigation with Mother Jones and Type 
Investigations, Latino USA uncovers the stories behind these deaths.



Immigration 11/3/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: It's 1993 in California. Dr. Dre is on the radio. The state is in a budget deficit. And a 
group of Orange County residents collect signatures to put a tough proposition on the ballot that 
would deny undocumented immigrants access to public services and education. You could say it 
was the first shot in today’s culture war over immigration. 

We partnered with the Los Angeles Times to tell the story of Proposition 187, and how it continues 
to affect our culture and politics today. A three-part miniseries hosted by LA Times reporter 
Gustavo Arellano.

Immigration 11/10/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Writer Y.B. immigrated from Morelos, Mexico to New York City with her family over 
two decades ago. Since then, they’ve been living in Queens as undocumented immigrants. While 
Y.B. eventually was able to become a DACA recipient, her mother and uncle are still 
undocumented. Y.B. has started to become increasingly worried about how little her family has 
changed. In this intimate story, Y.B. decides to confront her relatives with tough questions about 
their lack of progress, and how they try to stay afloat in this country. 

Immigration 11/17/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Javier Zamora was nine-years-old when he made the journey from El Salvador to the 
U.S.-Mexico border. Nearly 20 years later, he was forced to return to the country where he was 
born, to apply for a visa to maintain the life he has in the U.S. We follow Javier's return in his own 
words. "The Return" is an award winning intimate portrait of what gets left behind when we 
emigrate and what we can gain when we return.

Crime 11/24/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Over the last two years, reporter Sarah Fuss Kessler has been following the story of a 
Latina high school teacher in the farming town of Merced, California. The teacher reported being 
sexually harassed by a white basketball coach at her high school. What followed would shake up 
the entire school district. Latino USA sat down with Sarah to talk about what she found at Golden 
Valley High School, and what it shows us about the #MeToo movement beyond the national 
headlines.

Health 12/8/19 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: There are 28 million uninsured people in the United States, and for some of them, free 
clinics are their safety net. Latino USA goes inside the biggest free clinic in the nation. We spent 
three days behind the scenes at Community Health in Chicago, shadowing doctors and patients to 
observe the daily dramas that unfold there and listen in on the intimate conversations that people 
have there. All to try to capture a snapshot of how undocumented life manifests physically and 
mentally. 



Economy 12/15/19 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: In 2018 an eccentric group of cryptocurrency enthusiasts arrived in Puerto Rico. They 
came with big plans for the island, to help rebuild after hurricane Maria, and in the process create 
a high-tech cryptocurrency paradise. But not everyone in Puerto Rico was onboard with their vision 
to change everything. Latino USA follows the often-bizarre story of these Bitcoin pirates of the 
Caribbean, from crypto boom to crypto bust. 

Crime 12/29/19 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: Nearly 12 years ago, Gloria Martinez’s son went out to look for a job and never came 
back. Gloria would spend months searching for him, and she wasn’t alone—many others, mostly 
young men from rural and poor urban areas, also mysteriously disappeared. In 2008, the “false-
positives” scandal broke—and revealed that the Colombian military had been systematically killing 
innocent civilians as part of a body-count policy they adopted in the conflict against the FARC, a 
leftist guerilla group. But over a decade after the scandal was exposed, relatives of the victims 
continue to seek justice.

Government 10/12/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Leaked secret recordings show how Republican redistricting experts are preparing 
for the 2021 map making showdown.

Government 10/19/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Speaking with Scott Bradick about the secret tape with Texas House Speaker 
Dennis Bonnen 

Immigration 11/2/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: New York Times journalist Julie Hirschfeld Davis talks about her new book Border 
Wars: Inside Trump's Assault on Immigration.

Crime 11/9/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Rodney Reed On Death Row, Patrick Murphy gets another stay, Rural Hospitals  are 
closing, and Student Loans

Crime 11/16/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Marshall Project writer Maurice Chammah explains the Rodney Reed death penalty 
case and how Texas is committed to convictions during the appeal.

Government 11/23/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Texas Party Chairs GOP James Dickey and DEM Gilberto Hinojosa on the 2020 
Elections.

Government 11/30/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Rep. Jack Brooks And The Power Of Impeachment 
Health 12/7/19 12:00 0:28:59 Texas Matters: The state of health in Texas, How Texans get creative to pay for health care and 

how the Texas is one of the worst states for budget cuts for environmental protrection
Crime 12/14/19 12:00 0:28:51 Texas Matters: Suing Hotels over Sex Trafficking, How Dark Money Could Flood Texas Supreme 

Court Elections and How Solar Power is Gaining Ground In Texas.
Crime 12/21/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: a special investigative report looking at a private prison in Raymondville Texas in 

Willacy County.



Crime 12/28/19 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: On Wednesday, August 21, the State of Texas executed Larry Swearingen. He was 
convicted of the abduction, rape and murder of Melissa Trotter, a 19-year-old college student in 
Montgomery County. But there is strong evidence that Swearingen wasn't the killer.

Immigration 10/5/19 12:30 0:30:00 On this week’s 51%, meet one of the country’s leading lawyers, and hear how she is handling 
immigration and other issues; plus a pioneering fish ecologist tells us about how dead zones are 
impacting fish, and how we’re impacting the oceans.

Government 11/9/19 12:30 0:30:00 On this week’s 51%, hear from the new head of Times Up, who talks about what’s missing on the 
presidential debate stage, and writer Dr. Jeri Burns talks about decision fatigue.

Crime 12/21/19 12:30 0:30:00 On this week’s 51%, we meet a veteran who suffered sexual violence and now advocates for 
ending military sexual trauma 


